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I wanna be what you're thinking
hid on the pillow in the night
when the sun comes in 
you get up and begin again
I wanna be the first thing on your mind

You're the dream I wanna wake to
You're the feeling I wanna run through
You're the one
You're the song I'm always singing
You're the where,the why and the reason
You're the one

I wanna be what your dreaming
all those secrets noone knows(noone knows)
those prayers you've written down
much too scared to say aloud
take me to your shadows I wanna go

You're the dream I wanna wake to
You're the feeling I wanna run through
You're the one
You're the song I'm always singing
You're the where,the why and the reason
You're the one

You are the first one
and the last one
you're the only one that I'll ever need
If you give me a moment,a breath,I'll give all I've got
left
that's a promise that I promise to keep

I wanna be the one you're choosing
I want you to want me there
and if it helps to hear mine forever's yours my dear
won't you take my hand if you dare
won't you take my hand if you dare

you're the dream I wanna wake to
you're the feeling I wanna run through
you're the one
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you're the song I'm always singing
you're the where,the why and the reason
you're the one(the one,the one)

you're the dream I wanna wake to
you're the feeling I wanna run through
you're the one(you're the one) 
you're the song im always singing
you're the where,the why and the reason
you're the one(one)
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